We use a generative history-based model to predict the most likely derivation of a dependency parse. Our probabilistic model is based on Incremental Sigmoid Belief Networks, a recently proposed class of latent variable models for structure prediction. Their ability to automatically induce features results in multilingual parsing which is robust enough to achieve accuracy well above the average for each individual language in the multilingual track of the CoNLL-2007 shared task. This robustness led to the third best overall average labeled attachment score in the task, despite using no discriminative methods. We also demonstrate that the parser is quite fast, and can provide even faster parsing times without much loss of accuracy.
Introduction
The multilingual track of the CoNLL-2007 shared task (Nivre et al., 2007) considers dependency parsing of texts written in different languages. It requires use of a single dependency parsing model for the entire set of languages; model parameters are estimated individually for each language on the basis of provided training sets. We use a recently proposed dependency parser (Titov and Henderson, 2007b ) 1 which has demonstrated state-of-theart performance on a selection of languages from the CoNLL-X shared task (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006) . This parser employs a latent variable model, Incremental Sigmoid Belief Networks (ISBNs), to define a generative history-based model of projective parsing. We used the pseudo-projective transformation introduced in (Nivre and Nilsson, 2005) to cast non-projective parsing tasks as projective. Following (Nivre et al., 2006) , the encoding scheme called HEAD in (Nivre and Nilsson, 2005 ) was used to encode the original non-projective dependencies in the labels of the projectivized dependency tree. In the following sections we will briefly discuss our modifications to the ISBN parser, experimental setup, and achieved results.
The Probability Model
Our probability model uses the parsing order proposed in (Nivre et al., 2004) , but instead of performing deterministic parsing as in (Nivre et al., 2004) , this ordering is used to define a generative historybased model, by adding word prediction to the Shift parser action. We also decomposed some parser actions into sub-sequences of decisions. We split arc prediction decisions (Left-Arc r and Right-Arc r ) each into two elementary decisions: first the parser creates the corresponding arc, then it assigns a relation r to the arc. Similarly, we decompose the decision to shift a word into a decision to shift and a prediction of the word. We used part-of-speech tags and fine-grain word features, which are given in the data, to further decompose word predictions. First we predict the fine-grain part-of-speech tag for the word, then the set of word features (treating each set as an atomic value), and only then the particu-lar word form. This approach allows us to both decrease the effect of sparsity and to avoid normalization across all the words in the vocabulary, significantly reducing the computational expense of word prediction. When conditioning on words, we treated each word feature individually, as this proved to be useful in (Titov and Henderson, 2007b) .
The probability of each parser decision, conditioned on the complete parse history, is modeled using a form a graphical model called Incremental Sigmoid Belief Networks. ISBNs, originally proposed for constituent parsing in (Titov and Henderson, 2007a) , use vectors of binary latent variables to encode information about the parse history. These history variables are similar to the hidden state of a Hidden Markov Model. But unlike the graphical model for an HMM, which would specify conditional dependency edges only between adjacent states in the parse history, the ISBN graphical model can specify conditional dependency edges between latent variables which are arbitrarily far apart in the parse history. The source state of such an edge is determined by the partial parse structure built at the time of the destination state, thereby allowing the conditional dependency edges to be appropriate for the structural nature of the parsing problem. In particular, they allow conditional dependencies to be local in the parse structure, not just local in the history sequence. In this they are similar to the class of neural networks proposed in (Henderson, 2003) for constituent parsing. In fact, in (Titov and Henderson, 2007a ) it was shown that this neural network can be viewed as a coarse approximation to the corresponding ISBN model.
Traditional statistical parsing models also condition on features which are local in the parse structure, but these features need to be explicitly defined before learning, and require careful feature selection. This is especially difficult for languages unknown to the parser developer, since the number of possible features grows exponentially with the structural distance considered.
The ISBN model uses an alternative approach, where latent variables are used to induce features during learning. The most important problem in designing an ISBN is to define an appropriate structural locality for each parser decision. This is done by choosing a fixed set of relationships between parser states, where the information which is needed to make the decision at the earlier state is also useful in making the decision at the later state. The latent variables for these related states are then connected with conditional dependency edges in the ISBN graphical model. Longer conditional dependencies are then possible through chains of these immediate conditional dependencies, but there is an inductive bias toward shorter chains. This bias makes it important that the set of chosen relationships defines an appropriate notion of locality. However, as long as there exists some chain of relationships between any two states, then any statistical dependency which is clearly manifested in the data can be learned, even if it was not foreseen by the designer. This provides a potentially powerful form of feature induction, which is nonetheless biased toward a notion of locality appropriate for the nature of the problem.
In our experiments we use the same definition of structural locality as was proposed for the ISBN dependency parser in (Titov and Henderson, 2007b) . The current state is connected to previous states using a set of 7 distinct relationships defined in terms of each state's parser configuration, which includes of a stack and a queue. Specifically, the current state is related to the last previous state whose parser configuration has: the same queue, the same stack, a stack top which is the rightmost right child of the current stack top, a stack top which is the leftmost left child of the current stack top, a front of the queue which is the leftmost child of the front of the current queue, a stack top which is the head word of the current stack top, a front of the queue which is the current stack top. Different model parameters are trained for each of these 7 types of relationship, but the same parameters are used everywhere in the graphical model where the relationship holds.
Each latent variable in the ISBN parser is also conditionally dependent on a set of explicit features of the parsing history. As long as these explicit features include all the new information from the last parser decision, the performance of the model is not very sensitive to this design choice. We used the base feature model defined in (Nivre et al., 2006) for all the languages but Arabic, Chinese, Czech, and Turkish. For Arabic, Chinese, and Czech, we used the same feature models used in the CoNLL-X shared task by (Nivre et al., 2006) , and for Turkish we used again the base feature model but extended it with a single feature: the part-of-speech tag of the token preceding the current top of the stack.
Parsing
Exact inference in ISBN models is not tractable, but effective approximations were proposed in (Titov and Henderson, 2007a) . Unlike (Titov and Henderson, 2007b ), in the shared task we used only the simplest feed-forward approximation, which replicates the computation of a neural network of the type proposed in (Henderson, 2003) . We would expect better performance with the more accurate approximation based on variational inference proposed and evaluated in (Titov and Henderson, 2007a ). We did not try this because, on larger treebanks it would have taken too long to tune the model with this better approximation, and using different approximation methods for different languages would not be compatible with the shared task rules.
To search for the most probable parse, we use the heuristic search algorithm described in (Titov and Henderson, 2007b) , which is a form of beam search. In section 4 we show that this search leads to quite efficient parsing.
To overcome a minor shortcoming of the parsing algorithm of (Nivre et al., 2004) we introduce a simple language independent post-processing step. Nivre's parsing algorithm allows unattached nodes to stay on the stack at the end of parsing, which is reasonable for treebanks with unlabeled attachment to root. However, this sometimes happens with languages where only labeled attachment to root is allowed. In these cases (only 35 tokens in Greek, 17 in Czech, 1 in Arabic, on the final testing set) we attached them using a simple rule: if there are no tokens in the sentence attached to root, then the considered token is attached to root with the most frequent root-attachment relation used for its part-ofspeech tag. If there are other root-attached tokens in the sentence, it is attached to the next root-attached token with the most frequent relation. Preference is given to the most frequent attachment direction for its part-of-speech tag. This rule guarantees that no loops are introduced by the post-processing.
Experiments
We evaluated the ISBN parser on all the languages considered in the shared task (Hajič et al., 2004; Aduriz et al., 2003; Martí et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2003; Böhmová et al., 2003; Marcus et al., 1993; Johansson and Nugues, 2007; Prokopidis et al., 2005; Csendes et al., 2005; Montemagni et al., 2003; Oflazer et al., 2003) . ISBN models were trained using a small development set taken out from the training set, which was used for tuning learning and decoding parameters, for early stopping and very coarse feature engineering. 2 The sizes of the development sets were different: starting from less than 2,000 tokens for smaller treebanks to 5,000 tokens for the largest one. The relatively small sizes of the development sets limited our ability to perform careful feature selection, but this should not have significantly affected the model performance, as discussed in section 2. 3 We used frequency cutoffs: we ignored any property (word form, lemma, feature) which occurs in the training set less than a given threshold. We used a threshold of 20 for Greek and Chinese and a threshold of 5 for the rest. Because cardinalities of each of these sets (sets of word forms, lemmas and features) effect the model efficiency, we selected the larger threshold when validation results with the smaller threshold were comparable. For the ISBN latent variables, we used vectors of length 80, based on our previous experience.
Results on the final testing set are presented in table 1. The model achieves relatively high scores on each individual language, significantly better than each average result in the shared task. This leads to the third best overall average results in the shared task, both in average labeled attachment score and in average unlabeled attachment score. The absolute error increase in labeled attachment score over the best system is only 0.4%. We attribute ISBN's success mainly to its ability to automatically induce features, as this significantly reduces the risk of omitting any important highly predictive features. This makes an ISBN parser a particularly good baseline when considering a new treebank or language, be-Ara Bas Cat Chi Cze Eng Gre Hun Ita cause it does not require much effort in feature engineering. As was demonstrated in (Titov and Henderson, 2007b) , even a minimal set of local explicit features achieves results which are non-significantly different from a carefully chosen set of explicit features, given the language independent definition of locality described in section 2.
It is also important to note that the model is quite efficient. Figure 1 shows the tradeoff between accuracy and parsing time as the width of the search beam is varied, on the development set. This curve plots the average labeled attachment score over Basque, Chinese, English, and Turkish as a function of parsing time per token. 4 Accuracy of only 1% below the maximum can be achieved with average processing time of 17 ms per token, or 60 tokens per second. 5 We also refer the reader to (Titov and Henderson, 2007b) for more detailed analysis of the ISBN dependency parser results, where, among other things, it was shown that the ISBN model is especially accurate at modeling long dependencies.
Conclusion
We evaluated the ISBN dependency parser in the multilingual shared task setup and achieved competitive accuracy on every language, and the third best average score overall. The proposed model requires minimal design effort because it relies mostly on automatic feature induction, which is highly desirable when using new treebanks or languages. The parsing time needed to achieve high accuracy is also quite small, making this model a good candidate for use in practical applications.
The fact that our model defines a probability model over parse trees, unlike the previous stateof-the-art methods (Nivre et al., 2006; McDonald et al., 2006) , makes it easier to use this model in applications which require probability estimates, such as in language processing pipelines or for language modeling. Also, as with any generative model, it should be easy to improve the parser's accuracy with discriminative reranking, such as discriminative retraining techniques (Henderson, 2004) or data-defined kernels (Henderson and Titov, 2005) , with or even without the introduction of any additional linguistic features.
